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Data Management Cloud
The Foundation You Need for Your People-Based Marketing
Merkle’s Data Management Cloud is the foundation of MerkleONE, a fi rst-in-market solution suite that 
enables both advertisers and publishers to capitalize on the opportunity of people-based marketing. The Data 
Management Cloud is a next-generation marketing database solution that creates a single view of audiences 
and segments to support people-based marketing. With over 25 years as a leader in database marketing, Merkle 
has consistently driven innovation that enables brands to understand their consumers and drive more relevant, 
personalized experiences. This modern solution, when paired with a breadth of services, a large team of experts, 
and best-of-breed technologies, creates a unique approach to true one-to-one marketing by providing: 

• Central version of the truth for all of your cross-channel customer data
• Holistic view including online and offline interaction data
• Master data foundation supplying consumer information to other critical execution components in your 

marketing technology stack
• Modular and scalable with built-in automation and reusable components to support business needs as the 

business grows over time
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“The Forrester Wave™: Customer Insights Services Providers, Q4 2015,” named 
Merkle a Leader for the Marketing Database Operations buying scenario. 

“Business or consumer marketers will like Merkle for database operations or client 
engagement strategy due to its emphasis on quality staff and continuous development of 
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The Components:
The MerkleONE Data Management Cloud is made up of the following components that collectively create the 
foundation of our people-based marketing solution – MerkleONE

• Marketing Database – modern marketing database that supports both digital and relational data as well 
as multi-structured big data. Provides end-to-end industry-based accelerators using traditional relational 
technologies and big data technologies such as Hadoop. 

• Identity Management through Connected Recognition – links traditional customer data integration methods 
of yesterday with the digital data integration needs of today, providing clients with a 360° view of the consumer. 
Connected Recognition enables clients to source, capture, cleanse, link, and integrate all data to recognize 
“known” and “unknown” consumers across all channels and media. 

• Data Sourcing & Enhancement - employs a data-agnostic and analytics-based approach to data sourcing, 
providing the maximum options and quality of consumer, business, and digital data for our clients. We leverage 
a powerful turnkey onboarding process that combines Merkle’s offline DataSource with the Oracle cookie pool, 
creating the highest possible match rates between offline and online data to drive consumer engagement into 
media platforms.

• Insights – transforms data into actionable insights to inform relevant marketing execution and to enable 
measurement strategies through embedded analytics, dashboards, data visualization, and forward-looking 
scenario planning and optimization tools. 

• Data Management Platform Integration – provides a real-time, unified view of your customer through audience 
management capabilities with your chosen DMP partner. Our service provides robust integration expertise 
combined with best-in-class platform management services to enable an integrated customer journey across 
digital interactions for all of your marketing needs.

It Works
• Rationalizes the technology and data supply chain required for scaled addressability
• Highest return on investments based on tightly integrated technology, data, and analytics competencies
• Uniquely provides fastest time-to-value as well as a nimble solution that can easily and quickly absorb ongoing 

change 

Why Merkle?
• Over 25 years of experience in the database marketing and overall marketing technology space with a proven 

track record 
• Modern solution design with pre-built assets customized by industry to reduce time, cost, and risk for new 

implementations
• Providing the first ever comprehensive end-to-end solution for people-based marketing with MerkleONE
• Our powerful data-agnostic approach to data sourcing with our consumer, business, and digital DataSource 

solution covers 99% of all US households and the majority of all US and Canadian businesses
• Our powerhouse team of over 450 research, analytics, and data scientists support all aspects of the marketing 

lifecycle with robust analytics and methodologies


